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Spencer shouted angrily with the long sword in his hand. Like a sharp arrow, he shot toward Fennel, who
stood on the spot with the red halberd in his hand. Fennel’s eyes were intent as a majestic fighting spirit
exuded from his body. He abruptly swung the red halberd in his hand!

Clang!

The halberd clashed with the silver snake sword and sparks erupted!

Both were repelled with one blow!

Spencer jumped high into the air and slashed a dozen sword strikes at Fennel on the ground!

One after another, the silver sword beams visible to the naked eye slashed toward Fennel like a huge net!

Fennel looked up at the sword beams that descended upon him. With the red halberd in hand, he quickly ran
and evaded the attack!

The entire Dunley Manor was now raging with frenzied energy fluctuations!

The people hiding in the surroundings were all dumbfounded. They stared at the fourth master of the Dunley

family and Fennel who were fighting each other. They looked as if they had never seen the world before!

This was absolutely inconceivable!

This had surpassed their scope of comprehension. Seeing that the fight between Fennel and Spencer had

reached boiling point, everyone gasped!



Fennel’s eyes had turned bloodshot as he stared at Spencer and shouted angrily, “Dragon destroys a thousand
troops!”

Abruptly, the red dragon halberd in Fennel’s hand turned dazzling. The red dragon on the body of the halberd
seemed to come alive as the halberd transformed into a living red dragon that launched straight at Spencer. In
the field, only a long red dragon could be seen. Its jaws were wide open in a roar as it flew toward Spencer.

Spencer’s heart thumped rapidly. His hair was all disheveled by now. The red dragon that was fast
approaching him was reflected in his pupils. He was trying to withstand the great impact of the attack.

The tiles on the ground under his feet had crumbled and were now being swept up by the red dragon’s
momentum. The terrifying energy in the surroundings was also absorbed by the red dragon.

Where the red dragon passed, its enormous energy that contained a suffocating and terrifying power seemed to
shatter the space!

Spencer’s face looked extremely ugly. The silver snake sword in his hand buzzed and bummed as if delighted
to have met a strong enemy.

Fennel’s attack was too powerful!

Spencer had no confidence that he could counter it in one move.

Suddenly, the silver snake brand in the middle of Spencer’s eyebrows became more radiant

With a roar, the silver snake sword in his hand burst with silver sparks. Then, Spencer slashed angrily at the
red dragon that carried a terrifying power!

The energy fluctuations caused by Spencer suddenly solidified into a huge silver lightsaber. It was several
dozen meters in size and slashed toward the red dragon that was nearly 100 meters in length!



Rumble!

The red dragon collided with the huge silver lightsaber!

The earth shook violently at this time. That collision could no longer be described as just terrifying. The
raging power directly overturned this place.

At this moment, everyone felt like a speck of dust caught in the center of the storm. The clash of two energies
formed a terrifying pressure that made Spencer’s heart palpitate.

He inhaled sharply, and the silver snake sword in his hand trembled slightly. Suddenly, his eyes tensed as he
felt an unprecedented killing intent!

In his sight, the red dragon halberd, with a dazzling red light at its sharp tip, burst through the raging storm of

energy. It aimed directly at Spencer’s chest!

Spencer kicked the ground and quickly backed away.

Fennel’s eyes were red at this moment. He looked as if he had transformed into the Grim Reaper. With the red

halberd in his hand, he stabbed Spencer!

Clang!

At this critical juncture, Spencer countered the attack with the silver snake sword in his hand with all his might
and deflected the red dragon halberd.

However, Fennel’s attack continued. After he missed the blow, he steadied himself before he rotated his body
and arms. He swung the red halberd horizontally and slammed the body of the halberd on Spencer’s stomach.



Boom!

Like a cannonball, Spencer was sent flying with his back hunched. In a flash, he crashed into the wall of
Dunley Manor!

Rumble!

A big hole in the shape of a human appeared in the wall of Dunley Manor!

Moreover, it was a series of several large holes as he had crashed through several walls inside Dunley Manor.

In the field, the death warriors of the Dunley family who were stationed on the periphery gasped aloud.

Fourth Master had lost?

The big holes in the walls seemed to tell them the result no one wanted to see.

Fennel stared at the big holes intently with red eyes.

Suddenly, silver longswords flew out from the holes!

In an instant, silver swords clanged within a ten mile radius. Countless silver longswords raged across the sky
over Dunley Manor.

Fennel abruptly backed away with the halberd in his hand, his eyes fixed on the big holes in the walls. There,
a figure with disheveled hair walked out from the darkness.
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